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Berlin is far more than just understatement
Berlin is not just a city of world-famous faces – it also shines at the highest level with its food and fashion. More than 25 luxury hotels, including nine fivestar-certified hotels, provide guests not only with an elegant home base, but also with staff members who can be persuaded to reveal an insider tip or
two. That's because making exclusive discoveries – including in the luxury segment – and just doing what it is you want to do – this is typical Berlin.

Berlin – City of Haute Couture
From Gucci to Esther Perbandt: world-renowned labels from the Kurfürstendamm encounter capital city avant-garde in Berlin's Mitte and
Potsdamer Straße districts. This makes the city Germany's year-round fashion capital – and not only during the two big fashion weeks held
here, where twice a year, German and international buyers and journalists come to Berlin to find inspiration and do business. In addition to
the KaDeWe (Kaufhaus des Westens) on Wittenbergplatz, the state's flagship department store, Berlin also scores points with concept stores
such as The Corner at the Gendarmenmarkt, Andreas Murkudis in Potsdamer Straße and The Store in the Soho House Berlin.
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Berlin – City of Haute Cuisine
With 26 Michelin stars and countless culinary stars of the future, upscale cuisine is both Berlin's stage and its laboratory. On one hand, luxury dining is a
reflection of the diversity of cultures and variety that give the entire city its multifaceted character. On the other, the city also plays an important role in
the global trend toward using regional resources. Outstanding examples of this are the gourmet delights found at Nobelhart & Schmutzig and the
elegant-rustic cuisine at Cookies Cream, two of the capital's most popular star restaurants.

Berlin – City of Grande Hôtellerie
Skyscraper hotels tower over Berlin's City West and Potsdamer Platz, where not only the service, but also the sweeping view over the heart of the city,
offer pure luxury. Smaller hotels in select trendy neighborhoods, such as the Hotel Orania Berlin, which opened in 2017 and brings the international art
jet-set to traditional Kreuzberg, combine exclusivity with district charm. Another highlight is the newly-designed Patrick Hellmann Schlosshotel: this
glamorous five-star-superior hotel, located in the affluent Grunewald residential quarter, celebrates its exclusivity in both its newly-designed rooms, redone by fashion designer Patrick Hellmann, as well as within the walls of the more-than-a-century-old palace it inhabits.
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Find out more about this topic
More information and tips about luxury lifestyle in Berlin can be found here:
http://bit.ly/2Flyhav

Our tips:
› Berlin's finest restaurants  http://bit.ly/2FkCFWF

› Star restaurants in the capital  http://bit.ly/2Fg0N9k
› Berlin's best hotels  http://bit.ly/2I12rh0
› The Berlin original: KaDeWe is Germany's flagship department store  http://bit.ly/2CZhvYO
› Theatres and venues  http://bit.ly/2FKv3dJ
› Berlin Fashion Week  http://bit.ly/1cqfQun

› Sports with etiquette  http://bit.ly/2FcjTBn
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Pictures
Download on:
bit.ly/2D6X7oG
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Shopping: KaDeWe

Shopping: Frau Tonis

Classical Concerts

Hotel Adlon

Shopping: Lafayette

star restaurants

Shopping: Ku‘Damm

Golf at Motzener See

Staatsoper Berlin

Boots-Tour

Hotel Ritz Carlton

Shopping: Quartier 206

More Berlin inspiration
visitBerlin.com | about.visitBerlin.com
fb.com/visitBerlin | fb.com/Berlin
fb.com/Berlin | fb.com/visitBerlin

@visitBerlin | @BerlinTourism
blog.visitBerlin.com
@visit_Berlin
youtube.com/Berlin
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Impressions taken by our users
on Instagram
#visit_Berlin
#Berlin365
#secretspots_Berlin
#foodspots_Berlin

Instagram.com/visit_Berlin

visitBerlin-Team
More information about Berlin and our company also on: about.visitBerlin.com
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